
CLASS 6

Topic- LAB and ME



In our previous class we saw
a video on lab safety. In
today’s presentation we will
learn about some common
apparatus used in the
chemistry laboratory.



Laboratory apparatus are the most
common utensils and appliances that
you need while performing hands-on
activities in a laboratory.
The laboratory apparatus depends
upon the type of laboratory you are
in and the experiment you are going
to perform.



In a chemistry lab you will find
apparatus mainly made of a
special type of glass called pyrex
glass. This type of glass does not
break easily even at high
temperature. Also glass is a
transparent material and we can
easily see through it.



Given below is a list of
apparatus , their use and

picture.



TEST TUBE

To conduct test with small amount of substances.



TEST TUBE STAND

To keep test tubes.



TEST TUBE HOLDER

To hold test tubes while they are
heated up.



BEAKER

For preparation and keeping of
solutions. Available in different sizes.



FLASK

Used during experiments to keep
substances.



MEASURING CYLINDER

To measure the volume of liquids.



FUNNEL

To filter and transfer liquids from one
container to another.



MORTAR and PESTLE

Used to grind substances to a powder.



TRIPOD STAND

Support the apparatus during experiment.



WIRE GAUZE

To keep glass apparatus on it while
heating. For uniform distribution of heat.



BUNSEN BURNER

For heating purposes.



REAGENT BOTTLE

For storing chemicals.



GLASS TUBE or DELIVERY
TUBE

Transfer fluids or gases from one
vessel to another.



GLASS ROD

To stir chemical solutions.



WATCH GLASS

Used to cover beakers. To keep small
amount of substances during experiment.



PAIR of TONGS

Used for picking up hot apparatus.



HOMEWORK
Please mark and learn names

and uses of only these lab
apparatus from the list of

apparatus given on page 13,14
and 15 of your text book. You

should be able to identify them
also.



OUR LAB IS EAGERLY
WAITING TO WELCOME THE

YOUNG SCIENTIST


